SHORT-TERM PROJECTS (0-5 YEARS)

A series of short-term projects are in the planning stages to meet MMC’s current needs and to improve the efficiency of care delivery. These do not represent the only projects that could be proposed within this timeframe: due to the various factors impacting healthcare planning and their short time horizons (0-3 years), there may be other projects proposed within this timeframe.

Fig.2.7 MMC Bramhall Campus: Short-Term Projects
Demolitions

A. Employee Garage Demolition
The 2015 building assessment does not recommend continued investment in this structure (see Fig.2.5 on page 39).

Additions / New Construction

A. Congress St Development, Phase I (285,000 GSF)
New six-story building along Congress St on former site of the Employee Garage, plus two-story connector to the LL Bean Building. Building program includes: a new patient entrance, universal, private inpatient beds and new procedure rooms. The new entrance changes the campus's orientation to Congress St.

B. Visitor Garage Vertical Expansion
Addition of three floors at top to accommodate 225 new parking spaces.

C. East Tower Vertical Expansion (60,000 GSF)
Addition of two floors at top to accommodate 64 inpatient beds and relocated heliport.

D. St John St Garage
New 10-story, free-standing garage at 222 St John St to accommodate roughly 2,200 new parking spaces. The garage replaces spaces lost in the Employee Garage, in addition to consolidating parking from multiple surface lots owned or leased by MMC. (See Chapter 3. Transportation Plan for details).

* NOTE: The exact location, footprint and height of St John St Garage to be determined during detailed design.